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Introduction

Projects in one form or another have been undertaken for millennia:

- the ancient Egyptians constructed the pyramids some 4500 years ago;
- Sun Tzu wrote about planning and strategy 2500 years ago (every battle is a project to be first won; then fought);
- numerous transcontinental railways were constructed during the 19th century and
- buildings of different sizes and complexity have been erected for as long as mankind has occupied permanent settlements.

However, it was only in the latter half of the 20th century people started to talk about ‘project management’; earlier endeavours were seen as acts of worship, engineering, nation building, etc. And the people controlling the endeavours called themselves priests, engineers, architects, etc. Whilst the Manhattan Project to build the atomic bomb in the 1940s is generally considered the first ‘program’, its managers primarily saw their roles either as military officers or scientists.

For the purposes of this paper, there is an important distinction to be drawn between projects: ‘a temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product, service or result’ and project management or at least the profession and practice of ‘modern project management’ as it is embodied in the various project management associations around the world. In this context, ‘modern project management’ is a phrase used by the author and others to describe the management of projects in the way described by organisations such as the APM (UK) and PMI in their respective ‘bodies of knowledge’ (BoKs) - both current and former.

This paper will discuss three themes. Firstly a brief look at the evolving processes of schedule analysis (CPM) and other project management tools - the technology. Second, the evolution of management science through to the 20th Century that laid the foundations for the development of modern project management as a distinct branch of general management and finally the ‘serendipity’ that brought these two factors together to create a new profession.

Developing the Technology

The invention of the Critical Path Method (CPM) and Scheduling

Starting with the industrial revolution, management science evolved through the 19th and 20th centuries (discussed in the next section), and various processes, tools and techniques were developed to help identify and control business functions. Some of these tools directly related to project management included:

- The Barchart, which can trace its origin to 1765. The originator of the ‘bar chart’ appears to be Joseph Priestley (England, 1733-1804) in his ‘Chart of Biography’ and the concept was popularised William Playfair (1759-1823) in his ‘Commercial and Political Atlas’ of 1786. Calling this type of chart a ‘Gantt Chart’ is a complete misnomer.
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Flow-Line scheduling in the 1930s. Among other projects, Flow-Line was used to schedule the construction of the Empire State Building in record time.

The LOB (Line of Balance) technique developed by the Goodyear Company in the early 1940s and adopted by the U.S. Navy in the early 1950s for the programming and control of both repetitive and non-repetitive projects, and

Milestone Charts in the 1940s.

The first ‘project’ to add science to the process of time control was undertaken by Kelley and Walker for E.I. du Pont de Numours. The meeting that approved the funding for this project was held in Newark, Delaware, USA on the 7th May 1957 and as they say, the rest is history. In 1956 Kelly and Walker had started developing the algorithms that became the ‘Activity-on-Arrow’ or ADM method of critical path scheduling after approval of funding for the development project. The computer program they developed was trialled on plant shutdowns in 1957 and the first paper discussing the critical path method (CPM) of scheduling was published in March 1959.

These developments were closely followed by the development of the PERT system. The US Air Force translated PERT into PEP (Program Evaluation Procedure) and a host of similar systems appeared over the next few years. Whilst CPM and PERT use the same basic approach, including the Activity-on-Arrow network diagram, PERT focused on time as the key variable (what varied was the probability of hitting a milestone or completion date) where CPM ‘fixed’ time and the cost of achieving the target time varied. The cost variable component of CPM quickly faded from use. The time variable PERT approach lasted longer and was eventually replaced by the more accurate Monte Carlo analysis. Modern tools based on the Monte Carlo approach such as Pertmaster are capable of calculating time and cost variables at the same time.

In Europe, the Operational Research Section of the UK Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) was also working on similar ideas to Kelley and Walker in the period 1955 to 1958. They developed the term the ‘longest irreducible sequence of events’ and applied their system to the shutdown and maintenance of Keadby Power Station, Leicestershire in 1957. The use of CEGB - CPM achieving a saving of 42% compared to the previous overall average time for similar shutdowns. However, whilst some of the CEGB work may pre-date 7th May 1957 (as did some of Kelley and Walkers), I have been unable to find any data to substantiate a significant milestone when work on the CEGB–CPM ‘started’. Consequently, as the CEGB-CPM developments remained largely within the CEGB and the first major use of the methodology grew out of the work at du Pont in 1957, I have selected the documented start of the du Pont project as the most clearly defined beginning date for ‘critical path scheduling’ as we know it.

The Precedence (PDM) methodology was developed by Dr. John Fondahl as a ‘non-computer approach to scheduling’ and the results published in 1961 (the initial contract for this work was issued to Stanford University on 1st July 1958). PDM was developed into a computerised tool by H.B. Zachry Co of Texas and then commercialised by IBM as its ‘Project Control System’ software. The initial ‘publicity’ surrounding scheduling focused on PERT, this was fairly quickly overtaken in the commercial world by CPM (Activity-on-Arrow networking) founded on the

---


viii Operational Research (OR) is central to the development of CPM scheduling, see The origins of PERT and CPM: [http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/Mag_Articles/P037_The_Origins_of_CPM.pdf](http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/Mag_Articles/P037_The_Origins_of_CPM.pdf)
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work of Kelley and Walker and by the end of the 60s PERT and CPM had merged into a general ‘Activity-on-Arrow’ networking approach to scheduling. However by the mid 1970’s the trend towards Precedence networking was gaining momentum and by the 1990’s Precedence had become the dominant method of scheduling.

However, the US Government quickly realised schedule control was only part of the answer. The US Military and NASA developed a range of new tools (or refined the use of existing tools) including among many, the WBS (Work Breakdown Structure), PERT/Cost, PERT-RAMPS (Resource Allocation & Multi-Project Scheduling), etc. leading to the Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC or C/SC²) developed during the 1960s. This proliferation of systems was opposed by the major US contractors and refinements and simplification occurred, however, the importance of these developments in underpinning the processes of project management were critical and many elements such as the WBS and Earned Value which grew out of this period are now core project management processes and others developed at the same time such as Configuration Management and Value Engineering are gaining in importance. Arguably, with the exception of Risk Management no new principles of cost, design, or schedule control have been developed since Earned Value, Configuration Management, Value Engineering, Precedence Scheduling and Resource allocation in the mid 1960s.

Some of the more recent developments in this area that post-date the 1994 Morris book used as a reference for much of this section, include Critical Chain, Earned Schedule and portfolio management tools. Whether these constitute ‘new principles’ or are merely improvements on existing processes remains to be seen.

If the central hypothesis defined in this paper is proved, the 7th May 2007 was not only the 50th anniversary of the development of ‘critical path scheduling’, but also the 50th anniversary of the start of ‘modern project management’ as we know and practice it.

The invention of the ‘Iron Triangle’ – Time, Cost and Output

Dr Martin Barnes (UK) first described the ‘iron triangle’ of time, cost and output (the correct scope at the correct quality) in a course he developed in 1969 called ‘Time and Money in Contract Control’; interestingly, even then the course was not entitled ‘project control’. The modern ‘Earned Value’ standards in the USA, Australia, etc have developed from the C/SCSC systems promulgated by the US Military. Similarly, some of the earliest ‘standards’ for WBS were US ‘MIL Standards’. The first document issued was the “Cost Schedule Planning and Control Specification (CSPCS) (from where the term “C-Spec” originated.) It was published as Annex 4 of Air Force Systems Command Manual (AFSCM) 70-5 in 1966 and revised in June 1967. There were 26 “specifications” that a contractor's system had to meet. Some of the more interesting differences from modern practice are:

(a) there was no requirement for a program organizational structure;
(b) there was no provision for undistributed budget (there was for MR);
(c) instead of BCWS and BCWP, the specification used PVWS (Planned Value of Work Scheduled) and PVWA (Planned Value of Work Accomplished) (how much easier would life have been if the DoD had stuck to those terms); and,
(d) ALL material PVWA was to be taken at point of usage.

The ‘35 Criteria’ were generated, subsequently, by the DoD and published in 1971 in DoDI 7000.2. The first Joint Implementation Guide was published in 1972. The current EIA-748 contains thirty-two of these original 35 criteria as Guidelines with little change from the original.

In 1968, Dr. Barnes went on to develop a Fortran mainframe computer program that integrated cost, time and resources and could show the effect of decisions about the work and how it affected both cost and time simultaneously. He commercialised this in 1971 with John Gillespie as a COBOL version; the program was called the Project Cost Model (PCM), it treated a project as a plan which produced both the cost and time forecasts, broken down into (or built up from?) plans for doing each activity which led to a
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Whilst all three elements have always been important, the evolution of scope and cost control into relatively precise processes occurred with the industrial revolution in the 18th Century. Whilst time control was important, and many projects such as the Crystal Palace\textsuperscript{xii} were built in remarkably short times, ‘scheduling’ lacked science and recognition until very much later.

This situation continued, despite advances in process/production controls and the use of the ‘modern bar chart’\textsuperscript{xiii}. In fact, there was no general recognition of scheduling as a special ‘project management process’ until the marketing of CPM by Mauchly and Associates brought this third element of the ‘iron triangle’ to the public attention in the early 1960s and Dr. Barnes did the connecting a few years later.

![Figure 1 - Raising a main roof truss, Crystal Palace 1851](image)

Project Management ‘Scope Creep’

The understanding of what is involved in project management is continuing to evolve, expand and segregate. There are now recognised disciplines of Program and Portfolio management in addition to ‘project management’. And whilst the integration and control of time, cost and scope is still the essence of ‘modern project management’, other elements such as quality, risk, technology, stakeholder management and communications, have been added over the years with supporting tools, techniques and processes.

budget and a programme. Dr. Barnes said “You could do 'what ifs' and all the other clever things but it was quite difficult as the input was all on punched cards and the only output was voluminous line printer output. Nevertheless we sold it to some quite big project outfits such as the CEGB and Costain in the UK and Anglo-American in South Africa - at a huge price. We are talking early 1970s”.

\textsuperscript{xii} The Crystal Palace, a building the size of a modern shopping mall: 1848 feet [563.3 meters] long, 408 feet [124.4 meters] wide and 108 feet [32.9 meters] high, was built in eight and a half months starting on 15 July 1850, opening on 1\textsuperscript{st} May 1851. For more on the ‘governance and control’ of this project see: [http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/PDF_Papers/P180-Project_Governance-Building_the_Crystal_Palace.pdf](http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/PDF_Papers/P180-Project_Governance-Building_the_Crystal_Palace.pdf)

\textsuperscript{xiii} For more discussion on the links between early industrial ‘production control’ systems and scheduling see: [A Brief History of Scheduling](http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/Resources_Papers_042.html)
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The evolution of project management seems to have mirrored the evolution in general management (discussed in the next section); starting with a focus on ‘scientific’ (or hard) processes in the early years, moving to a softer skills focus in the 21st century. This trend is clearly demonstrated by analysis of papers published in the International Journal of Project Management which shows a drop from 49% to 12% for task focused papers (scheduling, etc), offset by increases in papers on ‘soft’ subjects such as leadership and stakeholder management. Similarly many of the new ‘tools’ entering the market in the 21st century are directed towards collaboration, communication and stakeholder management including the innovative Stakeholder Circle system from Stakeholder Management Pty Ltd.

Project Management Methodologies

As the ‘scope’ of project management expanded, various methodologies were developed to formalise the way organisations managed their projects. The popularity of ‘methodologies’ grew rapidly from the beginning of the 1970s into the 1980s. However, since the turn of the century, the focus seems to have shifted from organisations buying expensive ‘methodologies’ from commercial vendors towards adopting the use of maturity models such as P3M3 and OPM3.

The core of any methodology is its process descriptions; these processes are typically implemented by the consistent use of templates, forms and software, and the overall methodology is supported and developed by some form of PMO. Most methodologies were (and still are) internal to their organisations; they describe ‘how we do business here’. Others that were commercialised and marketed have had varying degrees of success (and generally fairly short lives closely coupled to their supporting software systems); a notable exception is the PRINCE2 methodology.

The forerunner of PRINCE, PROMPT (Project, Resource, Organisation, Management and Planning Technique) was originally developed by a British company called Simpact Systems Ltd in 1975. PROMPTII was adopted by the UK’s CCTA (Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency) in 1979, as the default methodology for all UK government information systems projects. In 1989, PRINCE was created from PROMPTII and was made ‘public domain’. PRINCE replaced PROMPTII as the default methodology in the UK and started to spread internationally. In 1996, PRINCE2 was published by the CCTA’s replacement, the Office for Government Commerce (OGC) following extensive consultation with users. Today the PRINCE2 methodology is undergoing a ‘refresh’ (due for completion in 2009), and is widely used in government throughout Europe and Australia and is being increasingly adopted by commercial organisations.

Technology Conclusion

An effective methodology (either developed as a ‘mature’ internal system or based on a standardised approach such as PRINCE2) is the ultimate ‘tool’ to help organisations consistently

---

xvi See: www.stakeholder-management.com

xv For more on OPM3 (from PMI) and P3M3 (from OGC) see: http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/OPM3.html

xvii PMO = Project Management Office, for a range of papers focused on PMOs see: http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/Resources_Papers.html#Proj_Off

xviii OGC and PRINCE2 see: http://www.ogc.gov.uk
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deliver successful projects, programs and portfolios. However, whilst every profession has its special tools and techniques, the possession of these artefacts alone is insufficient to create a profession. A knowledge framework and an organisational framework are needed as well.

Management History
The Role of ‘Project Manager’

The appointment of people as ‘project managers’ only started to emerge in the 20th century. In earlier times, the leadership of the project endeavour moved from a generalist role held by Master Builders or coordinating architects such as Wren, who were responsible for all aspects of design and delivery including cost control and time management, to more specialist roles in the 18th and 19th centuries which included the separation of the architectural design function from the management of the construction processes undertaken by general contractors, with responsibilities assigned by contract, to ‘program’ and then ‘project’ management in the 20th century.

Sophisticated contractual arrangements for the execution of major building works were in use 2500 years ago. The Long Walls in Athens were managed by the Architect Callicrates with the work let to ten contractors. A few centuries later the Colosseum was built by four contractors. These contracts contained detailed specifications of the work and requirements for guarantees, methods of payment and completion time were usually important considerations. Much of this sophistication was lost with the collapse of the Roman Empire in the 5th century and only started to re-emerge in Europe during the Renaissance. These trends continued into the 17th and 18th centuries with contractual transactions forming an important part of the realisation of most projects.

Daniel Defoe published: An essay upon projects in 1697 which discusses projects from the year 1680 onwards (but also recognises there were earlier projects). The essay discusses the Projectors (in today’s language entrepreneurs) responsible for raising funds for their pet projects, often in less than flattering terms, and the role of banks and finance. However, whilst Defoe discusses project finances, and in some cases labour requirements, he does not mention time or

For a more expansive history see:
http://telecollege.dcccd.edu/mgmt1374/book_contents/1overview/management_history/mgmt_history.htm

St Paul's Cathedral was built between 1677 and 1711 by Sir Christopher Wren (1632 – 1723). It was the first English Cathedral to be built within a single lifetime under the design and direction of a single Architect. Wren designed the building, had authority to adapt the design to overcome construction challenges and oversaw the work of 41 separate contractors employed to complete the work.

As governments do today, the Romans outsourced most of their major works to contractors, with both public accountability and a legal framework as key governance constraints. What was significantly different was the consequences of failure! If a project went badly wrong in Roman times, the responsible public official would suffer a major career limiting event that could affect the prospects of his descendants for generations to come. Whilst the retribution applied to the contractor could be even more serious including death as well as retribution for generations to come. Rome was not built in a day but their empire did last for close to 1000 years.

Frontinus – A Project Manager from the Roman Empire Era by Walker & Dart (Project Management Journal Vol.42, No.5, 4-16).

Daniel Defoe uses the term “projector” to refer to people that “project” into the future and thus make their ideas real. A true projector is “he who, having by fair and plain principles of sense, honesty, and ingenuity brought any contrivance to a suitable perfection, makes out what he pretends to, picks nobody’s pocket, puts his project in execution, and contents himself with the real produce as the profit of his invention.” A digitised version of Defoe’s essay is available from:
http://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/d/defoe/daniel/d31es/
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the management of the work of the ‘projects’. The same is true for much of the ‘industrial revolution’; the Bridgewater Canal was opened in 1761, followed by 100s of miles of others in a period of around 60 years, until the railways took over from 1825 onwards. These projects and later ones such as the Crystal Palace (1850) had to have been effectively managed as well as designed and fabricated – there were time and cost constraints on the builders/engineers and 1000s of workers deployed but there are few indications of how the work was planned and managedxxii.

As mentioned above, by the 18th century the professions of (design) Engineer and Architect had evolved into professional societies and those who built the projects were contractually and organisationally separate from the designers14.

The concept of ‘project management’ emerged in the 20th century. One of the earliest examples was the U.S. Bureau of Reclamations ‘project office’ with a ‘project engineer’ in charge of a complete project. The U.S. aircraft industry in the 1920s and 30s developed the role of project coordinator. And one of the earliest business management roles that could be defined as ‘project management’ was the role of Proctor and Gamble’s ‘brand managers’ in the mid to late 1920’s. Proctor and Gamble’s managers were responsible for the overall marketing, planning and control of a product and the integration of those functions influencing the success of the venture. By the 1930’s the US Air Force was also starting to use ‘project offices’ to monitor the progress of aircraft developments and process engineering companies such as Exxon had begun to develop the ‘Project Engineer’ function to follow a project as it progressed through various functional departments15. Around 1953-54 McDonnell Aircraft formally created the position of ‘project manager’ with primary responsibility for organisation and staffing and around the same time Martin Marietta established one of the first ‘matrix organisations’. These early developments are definitely a pre-cursor to the shift from functional organisation structures to the general use of matrix management, and are close to project management, but lack the emphasis on implementation and the processes found in modern project management. The concepts grew out of the development of general management theory.

In the construction industries, Bechtel first used the term ‘project manager’ in the 1950s and the ‘Trans Mountain Oil Pipeline’ in Canada (1951-53) was the first project on which the company functioned as the project manager. However, the idea of having a project manager responsible for the whole project from design through construction to commissioning was still meeting resistance in Bechtel in the early 1960s. In Australia, Civil & Civic Pty Ltd had adopted the ideas of ‘project management’ by the mid 1950s and was marketing its capability to clients by 1958. By the end of the 1950s the idea of appointing a ‘project manager’ either as an individual or as an organisation to take full and undivided responsibility for achieving the project objectives had arrived and was starting to spreadxxiii.

General Management Theories

Management science evolved through the 19th and 20th centuries in response to ‘waves’ of innovation in business and society (see Figure 2 below). Modern project management uses many


xxiii See ‘A short history of project management: part one: the 1950s and 60s,’ The Australian Project Manager 14 (1): 36-37 by Alan Stretton (1994) for more details.
of the ideas and techniques developed from these evolving general management concepts and experiences.

The Industrial Revolution brought about the emergence of large-scale businesses with an intrinsic need for professional managers; early military and church organizations provided the leadership models adopted to control these enterprises. From these beginnings, the foundations of modern management were progressively developed around the world. However, it was the developments in American management theories that particularly underpinned the beginnings of modern project management.

In 1975, Raymond E. Miles wrote Theories of Management: Implications for Organizational Behaviour. In this book, he popularised a useful model of the evolution of management theory in the United States. His model includes the ‘classical’, ‘human relations’, and ‘human resources’ management phases summarised below.

---

**The Origins of Modern Project Management**

---

Pre-Classical Developments

The genesis of the ideas that led to the development of modern project management can arguably be traced back to the protestant reformation of the 15th century. The Protestants and later the Puritans introduced a number of ideas including ‘reductionism’, ‘individualism’ and the

---

Financial management is a key element of management control. Fra Luca Bartolomeo de Pacioli published his treatise on double entry accounting in 1494, in Venice; the same bookkeeping system we use today! The ability to account effectively underpinned the success of Venice as a powerful trading state through the Renaissance and its spread certainly assisted in the development of companies during the Industrial Revolution.

Reductionism = Removing unnecessary elements of a process or ‘ceremony’ and then breaking the process down into its smallest task or unit to ‘understand’ how it works.
‘protestant work ethic’ (PWE)xxvi that resonate strongly in the spirit of modern project management. From the perspective of the evolution of modern project management, these ideas were then incorporated into two key philosophies; Liberalism and Newtonianism (see Figure 3).

Figure 3

Liberalism included the ideas of capitalism (Adam Smith), the division of labour, and that an industrious lifestyle would lead to wealthy societies. In the ‘Wealth of Nations’ Smith advocated breaking the production of goods into tiny tasks that can be undertaken by people following simple instructions. ‘Why hire a talented pin maker when ten factory workers using machines and working together can produce a thousand times more pins than the artisan working alone?’ An overall benefit for all was assumed, based on the concept that doing good and sympathy for others created happiness whilst rejecting them created misery. Therefore the ‘self interest’ of the factory owner was synonymous with benevolence, and as a consequence, directs his ‘selfish interest’ to the benefit of society as a whole. Smith’s work laid the foundation for the development of free trade and government policy in the industrial revolution.

Newtonianism marks the era of scientific enquiry. Newton saw the world as a harmonious mechanism controlled by a universal law. Applying scientific observations to parts of the whole would allow understanding and insights to occur and eventually a complete understanding of the ‘clockwork universe’.

Discoveries made during the ‘scientific revolution’ of the 17th century underpinned the industrial revolution of the 18th century. Islamic scholars developed what’s now seen as the ‘scientific approach’ during the Islamic ‘golden age’ from the 8th to the 13th century. This concept was refined by Francis Bacon (1561 – 1662) in his Novum Organum, published in 1620 at the start of the ‘scientific revolution’. Bacon defined the essence of inductive reasoning which underpins the ‘scientific method’ to this day, his approach involved:

- Gathering all of the evidence,
- Reaching a conclusion based on the facts alone,

xxvi Individualism = we are active, independent agents who can manage risks. These ideas are made into ‘real things’ by social actions contingent upon the availability of a language to describe them.

xxvii PWE = Prior to the protestant reformation most people saw work as a necessary evil (or at least as only a means to an end). For Protestants, serving God included participating in, and working hard at, worldly activities as this was part of God’s design and purpose for each individual. And the accumulation of wealth is God’s reward for diligent hard work!
- Ensuring the data was collected using measurable and observable processes,
- The rigorous testing of hypothesis.

Whilst inductive reasoning dominated the scientific revolution an alternative approach to discerning the truth based on deductive reasoning was advocated by Rene Descartes (1596 – 1650). Deductive reasoning begins with an idea; Descartes approach was:
- Propose a premise,
- Gather evidence for and against the premise,
- Sift the evidence and reach a conclusion.

Deductive reasoning is based on the Socratic Approach to testing the truth of a statement.

Both of the approaches described above sought to eliminate bias and assessments based on opinion, untested belief or prejudice to determine the real ‘truth’. The scientific method assumes the universe operates in a defined and predictable way which only needs the right evidence to understand. Newton was a strong supporter of Bacon’s scientific method and inductive reasoning.

Robert Owen (1771-1858) and Charles Babbage (1792-1871) were two of the early management thinkers. Owen recognised people should not be considered as if they were simple machinery and introduced improved working conditions into his Scottish cotton mill. He used observation and rewards to encourage sustained, motivated production.

Babbage was interested in work specialisation and motivation; as well as being an eminent mathematician credited with developing the forerunner of the modern computer. He developed systems to measure production and paid bonuses based on performance.

The industrial revolution also used many of the tools and techniques of modern project management, entrepreneurs such as Eli Whitney, James Watt and Matthew Bolton developed:
- Standardised production and interchangeable parts,
- Quality control,
- Cost Accounting, and
- Production planning.

All of these philosophies influenced the scientific management theories of Taylor. Taylor was undoubtedly influenced by his Quaker roots (Protestantism), worked in an intensely capitalistic society (Liberalism) and used the scientific approach of Newtonianism in his work developing the ‘Classical School’ of scientific management.

Classical School

The Classical school of thought began around 1900 and continued into the 1920s. It focuses on efficiency and includes scientific, bureaucratic and administrative management. Scientific management focuses on the “one best way” to do a job. Bureaucratic management relies on a
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A rational set of structuring guidelines, such as rules and procedures, authority, hierarchy, and a clear division of labour. Administrative management emphasizes the flow of information in the operation of the organisation. All of these traits are important to ‘modern project management’. Henry R. Towne was one of the earliest pioneers of this approach, he recorded the quickest time each task was done in his American lock-making workshop and made this the productivity benchmark. If workers finished quickly compared to the benchmark, he paid them a gain-sharing premium. He saw the role of an engineering manager as no only solving problems, but solving them economically. He outlined his concepts to the 1905 graduating class at Purdue University in 1905. Some of his business partner, Linus Yale Jr., lock designs still sell today.

Scientific Management

Scientific management focuses on efficient task performance and the worker / machine relationship. It assumes productivity can be increased by increasing the efficiency of production processes. In 1911, Frederick Taylor, known as the Father of Scientific Management, published Principles of Scientific Management in which he proposed work methods designed to increase worker productivity. One of his famous experiments had to do with increasing the output of a worker loading pig iron to a rail car. Taylor broke the job down into its smallest constituent movements and timed each movement with a stopwatch. The job was redesigned with a reduced number of motions as well as reduced effort and a reduced risk of error. The Taylor model gave rise to dramatic productivity increases.

This ‘reductionist’ approach to complex endeavours, supported by the division of labour is central scientific management as well as to many modern project management processes such as developing the ‘Work Breakdown Structure’ (WBS) and scheduling.

Frank and Lillian Gilbreth built on Taylor’s work; they also believed that there was one best way to perform an operation. However, this ‘one best way’ could be replaced when a better way was discovered. The Gilbreths defined the concept of ‘motion study’ as dividing work into the most fundamental elements possible, studying those elements separately and in relation to one another (they frequently used move cameras); and from these studied elements, when timed, building methods of least waste. They defined ‘time and motion’ study as a searching scientific analysis of methods and equipment used (or planned to be used) in doing a piece of work; using the information gained to develop in practical detail the best way of doing it, and a determination of the time required. They made it easier for workers to do their jobs by organising the work place efficiently, realised comfortable workers were more efficient and encouraged workers to ‘buy-in’ to new processes by asking their opinions.

The social aspects of management recognised by Lillian Gilbreth were also central to the work of Mary Parker Follett (1868 - 1933). She pioneered the understanding of lateral processes within hierarchical organizations (which recognition led directly to the formation of matrix-style

To understand the use of power and authority see:

Scientific management focused on ‘one right way’ of doing tasks, a strict hierarchy with decision making reserved for management and the use of pay for performance (piece rates). This system is often described as ‘command and control’, based on ‘military organisations’. However, some 60 years before Taylor’s work, Generalfieldmarschall Helmuth von Moltke had introduced auftragstaktik to the Prussian military allowing for flexibility in decision making. See:
http://mosaicprojects.wordpress.com/2010/07/30/command-or-control/

Lillian Gilbreth and Mary Parker Follett were important in another way, they were two of the earliest women to have a management career and have the need to manage a high profile business career with a home life.
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organizations, the first of which was DuPont, in the 1920s), the importance of informal processes within organizations, and the idea of the "authority of expertise". Her ‘matrix’ view of organisations included the concept of ‘integration’, or non-coercive power-sharing based on the concept of ‘power with’, rather than ‘power over’ colleagues and a win-win philosophy. These concepts modified the typology of authority developed by her German contemporary, Max Weber (see below).

Follett recognised the holistic nature of community (including the community within an organisation) and advanced the idea of ‘reciprocal relationships’ in understanding the dynamic aspects of the individual in relationship to others. Similarly her approach to conflict was to embrace it as a mechanism of diversity and an opportunity to develop integrated solutions rather than simply compromising. These traits underpin much of modern stakeholder theory which is central to the practice of project management (particularly in the realms of ‘Agile’ and ‘Complex Project Management’).

Henry Gantt (1861-1919) also belonged to this school. He developed a range of charts focused on comparing planned (or intended) production with actual production with the expectation of identifying the causes of any variance. He also developed motivational schemes, emphasising the greater effectiveness of rewards for good work over penalties for poor work. Gantt developed a pay incentive system with a guaranteed minimum wage and bonus systems; he also focused on the importance of the qualities of leadership and management skills in building effective industrial organizations.

Bureaucratic Management Theory

German sociologist and political economist Max Weber developed Bureaucratic Management Theory (1922) and early understandings of how hierarchies worked. The bureaucratic model is impersonal and focuses on authority (either: rational-legal, traditional or charismatic) and structure (the ‘organisation chart’). Bureaucracies are founded on legal or rational authority; efficiency in bureaucracies comes from:

- clearly defined and specialized functions,
- use of legal authority,
- hierarchical form,
- written rules and procedures,
- technically trained bureaucrats,
- appointment to positions based on technical expertise,
- promotions based on competence, and
- clearly defined career paths (a bit like a well developed PMO).

Weber recognised bureaucratic management theory lacked the flexibility to respond quickly to change, but at the time they outperformed many other forms of organisation and introduced the concepts of fairness and equality of opportunity into the workplace. He also recognised a healthy bureaucracy needed entrepreneurs and politicians to counteract the behaviour of bureaucrats.

Administrative / Process Management

Administrative management emphasises the manager and the functions of management. Henri Fayol (1841-1925), known as the Father of Modern Management, wrote General and Industrial

xxxii For more on the work of Henry Gantt and access to his books, see: Henry L. Gantt - A Retrospective view of his work - http://www.mosaicprojects.com.au/Resources_Papers_158.html
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Management (1916). His six functions of managers were to: forecast, plan, organise, command, coordinate, and control. His fourteen principles of management included division of work, authority and responsibility, discipline, unity of command, unity of direction, subordination of individual interests to general interests, remuneration of personnel, centralization, scalar chain, order, equity, stability of tenure of personnel, initiative, and esprit de corps (union is strength). All of these elements resonate strongly in the core elements of the project management body of knowledge and underpin the modern concept of management.

Human Relations Movement

Behavioural or human relations management emerged in the 1920s and dealt with the human aspects of organizations. It has been referred to as the neoclassical school because it was initially a reaction to the shortcomings of the classical approaches to management. The human relations movement began with the Hawthorne Studies which were conducted by Elton Mayo between 1924 and 1933. The illumination experiments tried to determine whether better lighting would lead to increased productivity. Surprisingly, both the control group and the experimental group produced more whether the lights were turned up or down. It was discovered that this increased productivity was a result of the attention received by the group (known as the Hawthorne Effect). The Hawthorne Studies are significant because they demonstrated the important influence of human factors on worker productivity. Mayo’s ground-breaking findings were that workers were social beings with emotions and feelings, and if respected they would try to do a better job. This led to staff canteens, employee welfare offices and better communication. He also notes ‘informal work groups’ (teams) grew naturally and could be used by management to benefit the organisation.

Chester Barnard developed the concepts of strategic planning and the acceptance theory of authority. Strategic planning is the formulation of major plans or strategies, which guide the organization in pursuit of major objectives. Barnard taught that the three top functions of the executive were to:

- establish and maintain an effective communication system,
- hire and retain effective personnel, and
- motivate those personnel.

His Acceptance Theory of Authority states that managers only have as much authority as employees allow them to have. The acceptance of authority depends on four conditions:  
- employees must understand what the manager wants them to do,
- employees must be able to comply with their directive,
- employees must think that the directive is in keeping with organisational objectives and
- employees must think that the directive is not contrary to their personal goals.

For more on Fayol’s definition of management see:  

Adam Smith and Henri Fayol did not invent the concepts of the division of labour and management; the origins of these concepts go back to the ancient Greeks. Around 400BC, Socrates analysed the relative similarities between military and political (public) leadership and private management; he viewed management as a distinct skill, different from other technical areas. Aristotle and Plato further developed this work, some of the management skills they defined include: delegation, leadership, the specialisation of work and the division of labour. Socrates approach to problem solving also had a strong influence on the ‘scientific method’, see:  

The Human relations movement was founded by Australian born psychologist, George Mayo. The Hawthorne studies are his most famous piece of research.
Barnard believed that each person has a zone of indifference or a range within which he or she would willingly accept orders without consciously questioning authority. It was up to the organization to provide sufficient inducements to broaden each employee's zone of indifference so that the manager's orders would be obeyed.

### Human Resources School

Beginning in the early 1950s, the human resources school represented a substantial progression from human relations. The behavioural approach did not always increase productivity. Thus, motivation\(^{xxxvi}\) and leadership\(^{xxxvii}\) techniques became a topic of great interest. The human resources school understands that employees are very creative and competent, and that much of their talent is largely untapped by their employers. Employees want meaningful work; they want to contribute; they want to participate in decision making and leadership functions.

### Systems Theory & Contingency View

Systems theory and a contingency view helped integrate the theories of management in the 1960s.

#### Systems Theory

During the 1940s and World War II, systems analysis emerged. This viewpoint uses systems concepts and quantitative approaches from mathematics, statistics, engineering, and other related fields to solve problems.

From a management perspective, a system is an interrelated and interdependent set of elements functioning as a whole. It is composed of inputs from the environment (material or human resources), transformation processes of inputs to finished goods (technological and managerial processes), outputs of those finished goods into the environment (products or services), and feedback (reactions from the environment). Systems develop synergy; this is a condition in which the combined and coordinated actions of the parts of a system achieve more than all the parts could have achieved acting independently. Project management is concerned with managing a complex ‘system’ with multiple inputs, outputs and complex, interrelated processes and consequently benefits from analysis using the systems approach\(^{xxxviii}\).

#### Contingency View

In the mid-1960s, the contingency view of management emerged and provides a framework for integrating the full spectrum of management knowledge and thought. This view emphasizes optimising the fit between organization processes and the characteristics of each particular situation. It is based on the assumption that different situations and conditions require the application of different management techniques and proposes adjusting the structure of the organization to manage various possible or chance events.

---


The contingency approach assumes that how an organization is best managed is contingent on its situation at the time, both internally and environmentally. Therefore managerial behaviour is dependent on a wide variety of elements and questions the use of universal management practices; instead, it advocates using selected and appropriate traditional, behavioural, and systems viewpoints independently or in combination to deal with various circumstances as they arise.

**Operations Research**

Whilst not strictly a ‘management theory’, Operations Research (OR) supports management decision making and has a critical part in the story of ‘modern project management’, it is an interdisciplinary science which deploys methods including mathematical optimisation to decision making in complex real-world problems concerned with the coordination and execution of the operations within an organisation.

OR started in the late 1930s and has grown and expanded tremendously. It appears to be the catalyst that triggered the start of CPM scheduling. Critically, OR was an area of interest to Jim Kelley, he was scheduled to give a paper to the Case Institute operations research conference in January 1957 when he was seconded to the du Pont team being assembled by Morgan Walker that lead to the development of CPM (see Kelley and Walker above).

The relatively coordinated developments of various CPM systems in the USA, UK and Europe and the documented links between OR and several of these developments strongly suggest that OR concepts and processes such as linear programming spawned the concepts of CPM and the inter-society communications led to the early cross pollination of ideas between the pioneers prior to the emergence of ‘project management’ organisations such as INTERNET and PMI.

**Emerging Management Positions**

Since the 1960s, new management viewpoints have emerged.

- **Quality management** emphasizes achieving customer satisfaction by providing the right quality goods and services that are fit for their intended purpose.

- **Reengineering** the organization redesigns the processes that are crucial to customer satisfaction.

- **Chaos theory** models the corporation as a complex adaptive system that interacts and evolves with its surroundings. Many seemingly random movements in nature exhibit

---


xl American thinkers such as Deming and Juran conceived the theory of quality management but it was the Japanese who perfected it. One leader Prof. Kaoru Ishikawa introduced the concept of ‘quality circles’, developed the Ishikawa (fishbone) diagram, advocated for continuously upgradeable standards (continuous improvement), required rigorous statistical controls and believed quality control starts and ends with training. Quality must be a company wide focus driven by senior management and implemented by a ‘happy workforce’. These ideas have returned to the West in concepts such as the “Toyota Way” and Six Sigma.

structured patterns. Living systems operate at their most robust and efficient level in the narrow space between stability and disorder - poised at "the edge of chaos."

- **Project / program and portfolio management (PPP).**
  
  **Project management** describes the tools, techniques, process and structures suited to accomplishing the objectives of a defined project. This branch of PPP is currently the best developed although arguably ‘program management’ evolved first\(^{xlii}\). The use of ‘project management’ did not gain wide acceptance until the 1960s and it is likely the first book with project management in its title was ‘Project Management’ by John Stanley Baumgartner, published by R.D. Erwin in 1963\(^ {20}\). Certainly the first ‘BoKs’ published in the 1990s focused almost exclusively on projects.

  **Program management** describes the coordinated management of a number of related projects to achieve a specified outcome or benefit. The ‘Manhattan Project’ to create the atomic bomb occurred in the 1940s was arguably the first ‘program’\(^ {xliii}\) and the US military were describing numerous other ‘programs’ (eg, the ‘Atlas Program’) from the early 1950s. Defence industry adapted to align with their military clients; in the early 1950s the McDonnell Aircraft Company started to move from a ‘functional’ structure to a matrix organisation with the appointment of 20 ‘company wide program managers’\(^ {21}\). By 1958, a ‘general manager’ of program managers had been appointed and a true matrix structure developed with functional disciplines interacting with numerous aircraft programs, with each program typically reporting to a single client in the military.

  **Portfolio management** is the newest branch of PPP. Portfolio management focuses on the selection of the ‘right’ projects and programs to best meet an organisation’s strategic objectives within its capacity and capability limits.

- **PM Transition to soft skills.** The first concepts of project management embedded a traditional, scientific, instrumental and universalist approach focused on ‘best practice’. The limitations of this approach were identified in the mid-1980s. European and Scandinavian ‘schools’ focused on leadership and reconstructing project management in terms of temporary organisations and the need for adaptation depending on the nature of the project, complexity and the culture the project operates within. In the 21st century, the concept of a ‘project’ has been widened to consider political and sociological perspectives including the concept of the ‘management of projects’.

- **The management of projects** is an emerging concept focused on the critical role of the organisation’s executives and senior management to efficiently govern and manage the

---

\(^{xlii}\) The USAF was establishing ‘joint project offices’ from 1951. The first for the B47 bomber was set up in Feb. 1951; these offices focused on coordination between engineering and production with a focus on systems management. By 1954 the practice was extended to ‘Weapons system Project Offices (WSPOs)’. During the 1950’s project and program management was very closely aligned with ‘systems management’ in the US military. The Navy ‘Special Projects Office’ (SPO) for the Fleet Ballistic Missile program (Polaris) was created on Nov. 17th 1955, this organisation developed PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) in 1957/58.

\(^{xliii}\) The project was led by General Groves (his leadership is seen as vital). Groves identified five elements leading to its success: there was a clear objective, the ‘project’ was divided into ‘tasks’ that together would achieve the objective, there was clear direction of the project at all levels, authority was delegated with appropriate authority, existing resources were used where ever possible, there was full backing from the government. The words used are Groves, modern usage would describe a program of works decomposed into projects – all of the other factors including the full support of the sponsor are still essential for successful project and program delivery.
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organisation’s overall ‘project delivery capabilities’ from the initiation of concepts and ideas that may become projects through to the realisation of the expected value from each investment in a project or program.

- **Complexity** A project will create a unique product, over a period of time by utilising a combination of specialised skills, tools and resources. In complex projects, the character of the product can be expected to change as the project moves through its various phases.

**Management Theories Conclusion**

The development of general management theory in the USA through to the 1960s was a critical underpinning for the creation of ‘modern project management’. Its roots can arguably be traced back to the Protestant reformation of the 15th Century and most of the ideas implicit in the early days of our profession (from the 1960s to 1980s) are firmly rooted in the ideas of Scientific Management.

The functions of management are generally agree to be the functions of planning, organizing, leading & staffing, executing or implementing and controlling the organisation; and these basic functions underpin project management.

By the 1970s the focus of ‘project management’ was spreading from its roots in scheduling and its ‘home’ in the defence and construction industries to embrace ‘all industries’ and the emerging recognition of the distinctive nature of project management as a specialist management discipline if not a profession was recognised by a number of leading writers. However, neither the tools described above nor the general management theory outlined in this section, either on their own or in combination, would have been sufficient to create the emerging profession of ‘modern project management’. The creation of our profession is described below.

---


Creating the Profession of ‘Modern Project Management’

Definition of a ‘Profession’

The various attributed or traits generally considered necessary for a discipline to be considered a profession are:

- practitioners are required to meet formal educational and entry requirements,
- autonomy over the terms and conditions of practice,
- a code of ethics,
- a commitment to service ideals,
- a monopoly over a discrete body of knowledge and related skills.

Within this context, project management is best described as an ‘emerging profession’ whilst there is a defined ‘body of knowledge’ different associations around the world have somewhat divergent views on their content. Only some bodies require formal educational and entry requirements (eg. AIPM\textsuperscript{xlvi}) others have none (eg PMI\textsuperscript{xlvii}). Formal certifications exist (eg PMI’s PMP credential) but certification is not a prerequisite to practice. Whilst most associations have a commitment to service ideals, only a very small proportion of project management partitioners belong to an association. Similarly, whilst there is a ‘project management body of knowledge’ and project management research taking place, the support of academia for the concept of project management as a separate academic school is at best limited despite the emergence of research conferences and refereed journals over the last 15 years. And the debate over the existence of a ‘theory of project management’ is only just beginning\textsuperscript{23}.

The premise underlying this paper is that if project management is not already a profession, it will definitely emerge as one over the next few years; and this profession is the creation of the project management associations that have progressively worked to refine and define the essence of ‘modern project management’.

The Profession of ‘Modern Project Management’

Projects have existed for as long as people have set out to accomplish a specific objective with limited resources. However, until relatively recently, these ‘objectives’ were not seen as projects; they were seen as acts of worship, engineering, nation building, war, etc., and the people controlling the endeavours called themselves priests, engineers, architects, generals, etc. The use of the terms ‘project’ and ‘project management’ have only become common within the last 50 years and largely align with the growth of ‘project management associations’. Despite the abundance of projects in earlier times, no one talked about ‘project management’ until the 1950s; and the spread of discussions around and about project management seems to have closely followed the spread of scheduling in the 1960s. Certainly, the advent of scheduling as a discipline completed the iron triangle of time, cost and scope; as defined by Dr. Martin Barnes in 1969.

Given the embodiment of ‘modern project management’ is the major ‘project management associations’ such as IPMA\textsuperscript{xlviii} and PMI, the forces that created these associations also created

\textsuperscript{xlvi} AIPM = Australian Institute of Project Management.
\textsuperscript{xlvii} PMI = Project Management Institute (USA)
\textsuperscript{xlviii} IPMA = International Project Management Association
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‘modern project management’ and as this paper will demonstrate, these bodies were essentially founded by schedulers.

Based on these observations, it would appear that:

1. The catalyst for the spread of discussions on project management was the formation of the ‘project management associations’; and
2. the formation of these associations was triggered by the spread of scheduling (or more importantly professional schedulers) in the early 1960s, therefore
3. the genesis of modern project management was the schedulers need to create forums to discuss and develop their new discipline.

Well over 50% of the people in each of the groups that founded PMI in the USA, INTERNET in Europe (now IPMA) and the UK branch of INTERNET (now APM) were schedulers and a large proportion of the remainder cost engineers. Recollections of early conferences and the early publications from these bodies suggest that their focus was almost exclusively on project controls and in particular ‘critical path scheduling’. It is therefore, reasonable to argue that the spread of scheduling linked to the need to make effective use of the data generated by the schedulers as they calculated their critical paths, was the catalyst that created modern project management.

The two key distinguishing features of the early project management associations were a focus on techniques (initially scheduling and cost control) rather than outcomes (eg engineering structures) and the cross industry nature of the early membership which led to the creation of ‘modern project management’ as a profession in its own right rather than as a branch of engineering, building or some other industry.

Therefore, assuming the central hypothesis in this paper holds true, that ‘the spread of scheduling was the genesis of modern project management’; then the 50th anniversary of the start of the project that created ‘modern project management’ was the 7th May 2007.

The role of the Associations in creating ‘modern project management’

Once founded, it was (and still is) the various project management associations that led the development of a defined and documented ‘project management body of knowledge’. Only after the body of knowledge was formulated, did it become possible to define project management competencies, formally examine project management knowledge and start the process of creating a true profession of project management.

Over the last 30 to 40 years, initially supported by practitioners and more lately by most of academia, the project management associations have:

- developed a generally consistent view of the processes involved in ‘project management’,
- encoded these views into ‘Bodies of Knowledge’ (BoKs),
- described competent behaviours and are now certifying knowledgeable and/or competent ‘Project Managers’,
- conducted both academic and practitioner focused conferences around the world,
- sponsored research into various aspects of project management and
- worked to create a global community of ‘project managers’. 
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Academia has supported this process with the development of research programs, refereed journals, research conferences (often in partnership with the associations), the publication of learned articles and the development of various undergraduate and post graduate qualifications in project management.

The central theme running through the various BoKs is that project management is an integrative process that focuses on the project lifecycle from initiation (or concept) through to the transfer of the ‘product’ created by the project to the client and closure of the project. It has at its core the balancing of the ‘iron triangle’ of time, cost and output (scope / quality), and the objective of project management is the completion of the project, as efficiently as possible, to the satisfaction of the project’s stakeholders.

The first endeavour to develop a BoK was approved by the PMI Board in 1981, was published in August 1983\(^\text{xix}\) and PMI’s first certifications were awarded in 1984. The next version of the PMBOK appeared in August 1986 and an updated version was published August 1987 initially in a PMI Journal and then as the first standalone publication\(^1\). The PMBOK has been under review on a regular basis since this time\(^\text{li}\) and in the last couple of decades similar documents have been created by Associations in the UK (APM BoK), Japan, etc.

Despite the steady expansion of knowledge areas covered by the BoKs to include the integration and management elements such as risk, quality and communications, as they apply to the project, and the development of allied standards such as program and portfolio management, the foundation techniques for modern project management remain the integration and control of time, cost and ‘output’. All three facets must be present within a defined life cycle for a management process to be considered project management.

The Associations:

The Project Management Institute (PMI), the International Project Management Association (IPMA) and its constituent national associations such as the Association for Project Management (APM) in the UK together with independent national associations such as the Australian Institute of Project Management (AIPM) and the Engineering Advancement Association of Japan (ENAA) are the current flag bearers for the profession of modern project management. This section will briefly describe the start of three of these associations.

\(^{\text{xix}}\) This project was known as the ‘Ethics, Standards and Accreditation (ESA) project. The project developed a Code of Ethics, the BoK with 6 knowledge areas (scope, cost, time, quality, human resources and communications) and guidelines for the accreditation of courses offered by academic institutions and the certification of individuals.

\(^1\) The 1986 - 87 version of the PMBOK added the concept of a project framework and added risk and procurement management as separate knowledge areas to the document. ‘The project Management Body of Knowledge’ was published in August 1987.

\(^{\text{li}}\) The next update was initiated in 1991 and published in 1996. The title was changed to ‘A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide ®)’. This was followed by the 2000 update and then the ‘Third Edition’ in 2004. PMI are now publishing an updated version of the PMBOK every 4 years, 2008, 2012, etc.
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INTERNET / IPMA

IPMA (International Project Management Association) is the third name for this most international of associations. The first name was IMSA (International Management Systems Association).

In 1964, a European aircraft project manager, Pierre Koch of France, invited Dick Vullinghs from The Netherlands and Roland Gutsch from Germany to discuss the benefits of the Critical Path Method (CPM) as a management approach. This group was chaired by Yves Eugene from AFIRO (Association Française d’Informatique et de Recherche Opérationnelle).

1965 This group of people founded the IMSA, independent from companies and officially located in Switzerland, the most respected and politically neutral country in Western Europe.

1967 The Czechoslovak Project Management Science Group invited to join the first “all-state” conference on the “Methods of Network Analysis” in Prague. PhD Vladimira Machova was the host. Then, with the sponsorship of the International Computer Centre in Rome, managed by Professor Claude Berge, the first International World Congress took place in Vienna in 1967.

Professor Arnold Kaufmann had earlier suggested an INTERnational NETwork-INTERNET – after the Vienna congress INTERNET became the official association name.

Recollections of early conferences and publications suggest that in the early years INTERNET’s focus was almost exclusively on project controls and ‘scheduling’. What is now the Association for Project Management (APM) started out as the UK branch of INTERNET. Dr Martin Barnes (APM member #10) recalls: “I went to the INTERNET congress in Stockholm [1972] and can confirm at that time and at that congress everybody was talking about network analysis, nothing else, and the phrase ‘project management’ was just not in use. Very soon after the Stockholm congress we set up INTERNET (UK)\(^{iii}\). For some years it concerned itself with little other than network analysis.\(^{iii}\)

\(^{iii}\) The UK branch of INTERNET (now the APM), was originated by the ‘pioneering seven’ whose meeting at an INTERNET (later IPMA) expert seminar in Zurich in 1971 inspired them to start a UK branch, which held its first meeting in London in May 1972. The first executive meeting on INTERNET(UK) was held in the lobby of the Sheraton Hotel, Stockholm on the 13\(^{th}\) May 1972 during the 3\(^{rd}\) annual world congress of INTERNET. Jack Grimshaw was the original chairman, others in the founding group included Dr Jim
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The 6th INTERNET Congress held 1979 in Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany) was where the concept of PM as comprehensive discipline started and the international discussion started to shift from planning techniques to the concept of overall and holistic PM. Four streams were included:
- General concepts of project management, project selection;
- Implementation of project management techniques (Scheduling, resourcing, cost control),
- Project performance measurement techniques. Project information Systems;
- Organizational concepts of project management, analysis of completed projects, special problems of project management.

The conference was designed and organized by Roland Gutsch together with Prof. Dr. Heinz Schelle and Prof. Dr. Hasso Reschke. In the course of the conference the German Project Management Association GPM was founded which is now one of the largest in Europe.

By the 10th meeting in Vienna in 1990 this expansion of focus had really kicked in with the agenda formally including the expanded concept of ‘project management’ as a holistic, integrated process. This expanded format also had the effect of dramatically increasing attendance at the congress with a flow-on to increased interest in the member associations.

The emergence of a totally different ‘internet’ and this shifting focus prompted the name changes to IPMA (International Project Management Association) and APM (Association for Project Management) respectively. IPMA is now primarily an umbrella organisation for some 40+ national associations from around the world, APM is the UK member of IPMA and AIPM is the Australian member.

PMI

PMI was founded in October 1969 at the Georgia Institute of Technology as a non-profit organisationiiii. Of the ten people involved in the organising group, a significant majority including Jim Snyder, J. Gordon Davies and Eric Jenett were ‘schedulers’. Whilst the PMI founding group and the early PMI Board took pains to avoid limiting the PMI concept to the CPM and to the construction industryiiv, at the second PMI congress in 1970 more than half the papers were CPM schedule orientedii. In addition to the people mentioned above, Russ Archibald (PMI member #6) published one of the early books on scheduling and he, together with Stu Ockman, former President of the PMI College of Scheduling were at the first PMI congress in 1969iii.

Gordon and Dennis Gower. Annual membership fees were set at £1, and within a month membership had reached 78 (PMI at the time were charging £7).

Readings started in 1964 between Jim Snyder and Gordon Davies that eventually lead to the formation of PMI. These informal conversations led to meetings at the ‘Three Threes’ restaurant, Smedley St., Pennsylvania in Dec. 1967 and at the Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans in February 1968 in which the first congress and structure of PMI were determined. PMI was formed during its first Seminar held on the 9th & 10th October 1969.

i From an interview with Russ Archibald, PMI Founder: Initially, the discussion was primarily focused on PERT, CPM, and related planning and scheduling methods and systems. In fact the January 29 1968 letter from Ned Engman … says “we are discussing forming a National CPM Society.” At our later meetings in New Orleans we had long discussions on the scope and name of the association and gradually the group moved toward a consensus that we should be targeting the broader subject of project management. Published in PM World Today – October 2008 (Vol X, Issue X)
Hugh Woodward, former editor of PMForum recalls: “My understanding is that PMI formed around a common interest in scheduling. In fact there was some thought the organisation would be called the project scheduling association.” PMI has grown into a multi-national member based organisation with more than half million members and Chapters in virtually every major country around the world. PMI’s first credential the PMP (Project Management Professional) was launched in 1984 supported by a ‘body of knowledge’ - today the PMP has over 700,000 credential holders and the PMBOK® Guide is one of the world’s standard texts on project management.

Project Management Forum / AIPM

The Australian Institute of Project Management was founded as the Project Management Forum in 1976, holding its first public meeting in Sydney on the 9th November that year. This association was probably the first to formally focus on ‘project management’ from the beginning (rather than CPM), although again, the majority of the 19 people who started the ‘forum’ were project schedulers and cost engineers. The change in focus can be attributed to the later date this association was formed, and the shift in knowledge and thinking that was occurring around the world from ‘pure CPM’ to the wider view of ‘project management’.

Conclusions

Based on the research outlined in this paper, it is entirely reasonable to argue that the evolution of modern project management is a direct consequence of the need of professional schedulers for a forum to discuss and develop their new discipline, combined with the need to make effective use of the data generated by schedulers in an attempt to identify, manage and control their ‘critical paths’ (not to mention the expectations a schedule generates in the minds of senior managers). These needs and requirements led directly to the formation of the early associations that evolved into today’s ‘project management associations’, and then to the development of a defined and documented ‘project management body of knowledge’ by these associations.

After the body of knowledge was formulated, it became possible for the associations to define project management competencies, formally examine project management knowledge and start the process of creating a true profession of project management.

Project management has evolved in its specialist area along very similar lines to general management theory. In the early days, project management closely mirrored the ‘classical school’ of management with a focus on ‘scientific’ processes (scope, time and cost). More recently the emphasis has shifted towards the ‘soft skills’ more closely aligned with the ‘human relations’ and ‘human resources’ schools of management theory including more focus on stakeholders, communications and leadership. One wonders if the next phase will mirror the chaos theory (or have we already arrived?).

For more on the development of the PMP credential and the associated ‘body of knowledge’ see: http://mosaicprojects.wordpress.com/2014/10/31/the-pmp-examination-is-30-years-old/

Note: AIPM joined the IPMA as the Australian national association in 2010

For a brief history of the AIPM see: https://www.aipm.com.au/resources/history-of-pm-in-australia

The AIPM and IPMA have tended to focus on project management competency rather than ‘knowledge’ - the AIPM published its first ‘National Competency Standard for Project Management in 1996.
Finally, I believe this paper has identified the reason for the ‘sudden’ development of ‘CMP’ like tools at the CEGB in the UK, the Polaris SPO and du Pont in the period 1956 to 1961. These developments can be directly linked to their roots in Operations Research (OR) and the development of computers. In particular books and conferences focusing on OR would have provided the conduit for the spread of the ideas underpinning CPM.

Therefore, in conclusion I believe this paper has clearly demonstrated that the spread of CPM and the arrival of professional schedulers was the genesis of ‘modern project management’, and the 50th anniversary of its beginning was the 7th May 2007; 50 years to the day after du Pont committed funds to the project to develop its CPM software and methodology.

**Concluding Comments**

One major drawback in the origins of project management outlined in this paper was the focus on tools and systems that lasted from the 1960s through into the 1990s. Only in the 21st century has the people side of project management started to move into prominence despite the fact it is people who create, design manage and execute the project for another group of people, the ‘customers’. This emphasis on people does not change the need for project management tools such as schedules, rather changes the focus of their use from a ‘command and control’ approach to a collaborative, consensus-leadership role. The definition of ‘success’ also requires expanding beyond the ‘iron triangle’ of time cost and output to include stakeholder satisfaction. The third paper in this series, *Trends in Modern Project Management, Past, Present & Future* considers these issues and the future direction of our profession.

The other ‘missing link’ that has now been addressed is the strategic issues associated with program and portfolio management. The publication of standards for Portfolio and Program management by PMI and work by others in the UK has started to effectively position projects and project management within the overall spectrum of corporate governance.

---
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Early practitioners of project management and the associated specialities of planning and scheduling, cost estimating, cost and schedule control formed the AACE in 1956. It has remained the leading professional society for cost estimators, cost engineers, schedulers, project managers and project control specialists since. AACE continued its pioneering work in 2006, releasing the first integrated process for portfolio, programme and project management with their Total Cost Management Framework. 1957: The Critical Path Method (CPM) Invented by the Dupont Corporation. Developed by Dupont, CPM is Voices on Project Management offers insights, tips, advice and personal stories from project managers in different regions and industries. The goal is to get you thinking, and spark a discussion. So, if you read something that you agree with—or even disagree with—leave a comment.Â But digital transformation is not only changing our lives and disrupting businesses. It’s also reshaping and speeding up project delivery models. The planning and execution of innovative projects in today’s digital era can no longer be done at the same pace, with the same methodologies and tools. To attain increased time-to-market results, speed and flexibility are key so project managers must adapt their approaches. So what’s a project manager to do? Project management has existed in some form for thousands of years. After all anything that requires an approach where humans organize effectively to a plan and achieve specific objectives can be loosely defined as a project. How else would have humans achieved some of stunning wonders and achievements? The History of Project Management is the history of mega projects of the last 4,500 years that include the Giza Pyramid, the Parthenon, the Colosseum, the Gothic Cathedrals of Europe, the Taj Mahal, and the Transcontinental Railway. These were not anomalies in history but projects delivered in